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Summary 
The background for our research is the digitalisation strategy for the higher education sector 
2017-2021, issued by the Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research. The strategy report 
addresses the potential for further efficiency and quality improvement through the utilisation 
of existing and new ICT solutions.  
Our study is based on Design Science Research, a methodology in which one creates 
knowledge in the development and evaluation of an artefact. In cooperation with the 
Admissions Office at the Norwegian School of Economics, we have developed a low-code 
solution for the process of deferment of study offer. We have used the Business Process Model 
and Notation Framework to document the process and developed an artefact using the low-
code development platform OutSystems. The artefact has been evaluated by industry experts 
to provide insight into the viability of low-code development platforms in the administration 
of institutions of higher education.  
The artefact has demonstrated that it is possible, within a short amount of time, to develop a 
low-code solution that removes most manual processing steps, thus reducing processing time, 
while still maintaining a satisfactory overview. Our findings suggest that low-code 
development platforms can enable non-professional developers to contribute to application 
development, thus increasing the number of people that can assist in the digital transformation. 
However, we argue that most low-code development processes are still dependent on IT 
professionals running the underlying IT infrastructure. 
We suggest that shared low-code development between institutions of higher education can 
reduce cost and development time, but differences in existing information systems and work 
processes might reduce the possibility of shared development among institutions.  
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1. Introduction 
The idea of being able to develop applications without writing code has been around for 
decades. Back in 1981, James Martin published a book called Application Development 
Without Programmers. In the preface, he writes “The number of programmers available per 
computer is shrinking so fast that most computers in the future must be put to work at least in 
part without programmers” (James Martin, 1982).  
Even though there were some attempts of commercialising this idea with a so-called fourth-
generation programming language and other visual programming technologies in the 1980s 
and 1990s, it failed to disrupt the marked (Wilfrid, 2018). Today, most analysts agree that the 
low-code market is on the rise (Rotter, 2019). Low-code is software that enables users to create 
applications through a graphical user interface instead of traditional computer programming. 
Forrester forecast the low-code market to represent $21,2 billion in spending by 2022, 
representing a compound annual growth rate of almost 50% (J. Rymer, 2018). Analysts at 
Gartner expect that by 2024, low-code application development will be responsible for more 
than 65 % of application development activity (Vincent, Lijima, Driver, Wong, & Natis, 
2019). 
According to the 2017-2021 digitalisation strategy from the Norwegian Ministry of Education 
and Research, educational institutions are expected to take advantage of the opportunities 
provided by digitalisation to streamline administrative support functions and ensure proper 
management (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2017b). Similarly, the board at the Norwegian School 
of Economics (NHH) reports that their goal is to have an administration of the same quality 
as other leading international institutions. Processes at NHH should be effective, rational and 
of high quality. This will, among other things, be achieved through digitalisation (NHH, n.d.-
b). 
The Admissions Office at NHH is responsible for information, guidance and admissions for 
full-time study programs at bachelor and master level (NHH, n.d.-a). Although a strategic goal 
of NHH has been to make processes as efficient as possible using available technology, some 
processes still have the potential for becoming more efficient. Deferment of study offer is one 
of these processes. Although many elements of the process are repetitive and rule-based, the 
Admissions Office has not yet had the possibility to automate the process. In 2018 there was 
developed a Robotic Process Automation (RPA) solution for this process by a couple of 
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students as a part of their master thesis about the viability of automating processes in the 
administration of higher educational institutions. Their findings suggest that RPA is a highly 
viable solution for administrations in higher educational institutions (Johnson & Eide, 2018). 
Since the RPA solution has not yet been implemented, it is interesting to study the same 
process using a different type of technology. This makes it possible to explore low-code 
implementation, as well as compare it to a technology that has already shown its plausibility.   
In this thesis, the aim is to create new knowledge about the implementation of low-code in 
institutions for higher education, which might be extrapolated more broadly across other 
public institutions in Norway. The research question is, therefore, as follows: 
“Are low-code development platforms a viable solution to contribute to digital transformation 
in the administration of higher educational institutions in Norway?” 
NHH is in a position where they want to take advantage of digital technology to streamline 
administrative processes. NHH is not alone in wanting to do this. Digital transformation has 
been a “buzz word” in recent years for companies undergoing organisational changes related 
to the use of digital technology to streamline business processes (Osmundsen, Iden, & 
Bygstad, 2017). An inherent question is how the organisations should go about doing this. 
According to John Rymer, Vice President at Forester Research, companies that have started 
on this journey are finding that creating a digital solution for business processes is more 
challenging than they first anticipated. He also states that the increase in low-code 
development can be considered as a direct response to the pressure of digital transformation 
companies are experiencing today. Some of the reasons are that processes are not covered by 
already existing IT systems and that the development of new solutions is too slow. He also 
argues that low-code technology does not compete with traditional code, but can be considered 
a supplement, creating synergies within the organisation (J. R. Rymer, 2018). 
To answer our research question, we have used Design Science Research (DSR) as our 
research methodology. The goal of DSR is to achieve knowledge and understanding of a 
problem domain by building an application of a designed artefact (Hevner, March, Park, & 
Ram, 2004). In the context of our research, this means developing a low-code application for 
the deferment of study offer at the Norwegian School of Economics. At the time of writing, 
there is little research on the viability of developing and implementing low-code solutions in 
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institutions for higher education. Due to time-constraint and the complexity of development, 
we have chosen to develop a low-code application for one process only.  
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2. Literature 
2.1 Digitalisation, Digital Transformation and Innovation 
In this paper we use the definition of digital transformation given by Osmundsen et al. (2017) 
where Digital transformation is “when digitalisation and digital innovation are applied over 
time to enable significant changes in the way people work, leading to a significant 
transformation of an organisation or an entire industry”. Digitalisation can be defined as “the 
process of using digital technology to change one or more socio-technical structures” while 
digital innovation, implies “combining digital technology in new ways or with physical 
products, to develop a new product or service which creates value for new users” (Osmundsen 
et al., 2017, p. 10).  
Terms like digital transformation, digitalisation, and digital innovation, have increased in 
popularity among academics, newspapers, and business leaders in recent years, and Retriever 
is reporting that the use of digitalisation in articles has increased five times since 2014 
(Haugnes, 2018; Osmundsen et al., 2017). The term is often used in general to talk about 
technology and our way of life. In business, these terms often show up in articles about 
companies’ need to stay ahead of the curve regarding IT and efficiency. These topics are not 
new, but there has been a change in vocabulary. How new technology changes the way people 
and technology interact has been the topic of information system (IS) research for a while 
(Osmundsen et al., 2017). The focus of IS research can be described as the study of how 
information and technology are developed, implemented and is used in organisations. It also 
regards the consequences this has for topics like strategy, value creation, competition, 
structures, work processes, ways of communication, competence, decision making, planning 
and leadership  (Osmundsen et al., 2017). 
One can argue that the change of dictionary regarding the topic of information systems in 
business is a result of the technological development over the last 50 years. According to 
Porter and Heppelmann (2014), IT has gone through three phases which have been the driving 
force of business development and society in general. Phase one was in the 60s and 70s. Back 
then, IT helped automate simple tasks in companies and the value chain. Phase two, in the 80s 
and 90s, was brought about by the rise of the internet. Inexpensive connectivity enabled 
coordination and integration across individual activities, suppliers, customers and geography. 
The third phase is the one we are in today. IT is now an integrated part of the product or service 
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itself. We see this in, for example, small electronic appliances in our daily lives. In business, 
cloud services, sensors, and big data are major topics (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014), and IT 
has become a transparent part of the organisation, product, service, as well as society 
(Osmundsen et al., 2017). 
In the definition of digitalisation, we use the expression socio-technical structures. This means 
that digitalisation is more than just the use of digital technology. This is called digitisation, 
which is the process of making analogue information into digital (Yoo, Henfridsson, & 
Lyytinen, 2010). Digitalisation affects the way humans and technology interact. Socio-
technical structures can be made up of two joined, but independent systems, a technical, and 
a social. The first is made up of processes, tasks, and the technology needed to transform input 
to output, while the latter consists of the attributes of people, like attitudes, skills, values, 
relationships and authority structure (Bostrom & Heinen, 1977). When automating the process 
of deferment of study offer at NHH, we are not only changing a technical aspect of a process. 
We are changing the way people and technology interact to get work done. 
Digital innovation is defined by some researchers as a process, while others focus on the result 
(Osmundsen et al., 2017). As a result, digital innovation can be defined as “A new product or 
service which create new value for the adopter, developed by combining digital technology in 
new ways or with physical components”.  As a process, digital innovation can be defined as 
“to combine digital technology in new ways with physical products, to develop a new product 
or service which creates value for the adopter” (Osmundsen et al., 2017). Although automating 
a process in an admissions office does not sound like innovation, it can be called innovation 
in the eyes of the adopter. Furthermore, when digitalisation and digital innovation gets to 
affect an organisation over time, this can lead to a significant transformation of an 
organisation, and sometimes a whole industry (Osmundsen et al., 2017). In the context of 
NHH, when processes are automated, with digital technology in new ways, this can digitally 
transform the organisation into a more efficient institution. 
2.2 Information Systems  
To understand the challenges with digital transformation, one must also understand what 
information systems (IS) are. IS can be defined as an organised combination of people, 
hardware, software, networks, data resources, and policies. It also covers the procedures that 
stores, retrieves, transforms, and disseminates information in an organisation (Urquhart & 
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Ravindranathan, 2006). IS supports business processes, operations, decision making, and 
competitive advantages (Urquhart & Ravindranathan, 2006). It does not, however, have to 
include computers and other information technology (IT) components, but in this paper, we 
exclusively talk about IT-supported information systems (Heggernes, 2017). When we talk 
about IT, we are only talking about the technical aspects of information systems. The IT 
components in an information system can be integrated with each other to varying degrees. 
For example, at one end, you could have an information system which contains a process 
where a human uses a calculator, as a part of their work routine as a cashier. On the other hand, 
you have technology components that are seamlessly integrated with the rest of the IS, for 
example, automated cash registers that are increasingly being used in grocery stores all around 
Norway.   
In the 2015 article, The Coming of Light Weight IT, Bygstad points out that the IT architecture 
in today's organisations is experiencing two different developments. On the one hand, 
organisations are becoming increasingly digitally integrated. We see, for example, an 
increased dependency on the internet as companies are shifting from on-premise solutions 
(local data storage) to cloud-based data storage. These cloud services are also used to run the 
software as web services. There is also an increase in the software's capabilities in 
communicating with each other, for example, through application programming interfaces 
(API). This has led to further integration of information technologies in information systems 
(Bygstad, 2015). This development has decreased the work process complexity of IS systems 
because many processes in the IS can be automated by integrating IT software. As IT 
architecture is becoming more integrated, the complexity, and cost of maintenance is 
increasing, because one component has the potential to affect all the others (Sommerville et 
al., 2012).  
The second development concerns people using more digital technology in their daily lives 
(Bygstad, 2015). IT is no longer only the domain of the IT department, as technology is often 
used both at home and at work. Since the technology that employees use, such as smartphones, 
often do not belong to the company, it may be considered as a security risk. However, it also 
opens new possibilities as a whole industry of software development has been created for these 
technologies. 
Bygstad et al. (2015) propose two separate socio-technical knowledge regimes, heavyweight 
and lightweight IT. Heavyweight IT concerns the IT service we get from IT departments today. 
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It is characterised, among other things, by being focused on back-end functionality and having 
an IT architecture that is centralised and distributed. The development culture in these 
departments can be generalised as being focused on systematics, quality and security. The 
challenges this focus brings is that development and maintenance are complex, and that cost 
is high. Lightweight IT, on the other hand, focuses on front-end processes, and a lot of the 
development is based around a network, for example, social platforms. Development culture 
is more innovative and experimental, but the technology is often isolated from the rest of the 
IS and is often associated with security concerns.  
 
Figure 1: Heavyweight and lightweight IT (Bygstad, 2015) 
Low-code platforms, described in more detail in subsection 2.3, are well suited for the kind of 
development which is characterised as lightweight IT. It can work as a part of the front-end 
systems supporting processes, creating interfaces which support business intelligence and is 
well suited for experimentation because of the quick development. It is, however, also well 
suited as a part of a heavyweight IT development. As a result, low-code development 
platforms are not restricted to either one of these categories. This aspect separates it from RPA 
solutions which are considered to be non-intrusive, and exclusively lightweight (Bygstad, 
2015). Bygstad suggests that when lightweight development is to be implemented in an 
organisation, in their case RPA, it should not be done as a part of the department that works 
with heavyweight IT. The development should rather be organised outside the IT department, 
or as a separate team within the department. This is because of the different development 
culture, shown in figure 1, as well as the lack of resources and time which is often experienced 
in IT departments  (Bygstad, Stople, Steinsund, & Iden, 2017). Since low-code is more 
complex and intrusive, the IT department will still be needed to create and support the 
underlying IT infrastructure (Everhard, 2019).  
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2.3 Low-Code Development Platforms  
In this section, we address the concept of low-code development platforms, hereby referred to 
as low-code. In software development, speed is essential. Consultant and expert on software 
delivery Daniel Terhorst-North write that “the goal of software delivery is to minimise the 
lead time to business impact. Everything else is detail” (Terhorst-North, 2013, p. 1). Lead time 
is the time between the software is being requested, and the moment the software is delivered 
to the customer (Konschake, 2018). The challenge is that programming new applications using 
traditional code languages like Python, JavaScript and C++ is a time-consuming and labour-
intensive process. Further, making changes to a system with tens of thousands of lines of code 
can be cumbersome and slow (Richardson & Rymer, 2016b). Therefore, organisations and 
application development teams are looking to adopt any techniques that will accelerate 
software development and delivery (Marvin, 2014). This is where the benefits of low-code 
come into play.  
Low-code is not an entirely new concept, but rather a practice that had never been defined 
before Forrester coined the term back in 2014. Forrester defines low-code as “platforms that 
enable rapid application delivery with a minimum of hand-coding, and quick setup and 
deployment, for systems of engagement” (Richardson & Rymer, 2014).  
By being platforms, low-code enables the developer to create applications for a lot of different 
scenarios for both web and mobile devices. This can, for example, be applications that enhance 
customer experience, improve business operations or modernise legacy systems. Even though 
it is possible to develop applications without writing a single line of code, low-code enables 
the developer to extend applications with custom code.  
When researching the low-code market, analysts at Forrester interviewed dozens of companies 
that were using low-code to speed development. In their report, they concluded that faster 
delivery is the primary benefit of utilising low-code. They estimate that low-code accelerates 
application development by five to ten times compared to traditional application development. 
However, they also found that low-code help organisations respond more quickly to feedback 
after initial software releases (Richardson & Rymer, 2014). Even though Forrester’s definition 
is concise, we believe that low-code expert and writer Matthew Revell, gives the reader a 
better understanding of the concept: 
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“Low-code describes a family of tools that helps developers create complete 
applications visually using a drag-and-drop interface. Rather than writing thousands 
of lines of complex code and syntax, low-code platforms allow users to build complete 
applications with modern user interfaces, integrations, data and logic quickly and 
visually” (Revell, 2019, p. 1).  
When Revell mentions a family of tools, he refers to the fact that there is no single low-code 
technology, but rather a market with over 100 vendors (Taulli, 2019). A drag-and-drop 
interface implies that the user can select a virtual object and drag it into a preferred location. 
The technique is considered easier to learn compared to traditional code and syntax (Feldman, 
2013). However, writing code is not the only complex and labour-intensive part of application 
development. Planning, testing, and implementation can be just as time-consuming. Modern 
low-code development platforms need to simplify the entire application development 
lifecycle. This includes debugging, integration, performance analysis, and deployment (Ross, 
2018).  
2.4 Low-Code Compared to Robotic Process Automation 
Low-code development platforms are sometimes compared or even confused with other drag-
and-drop tools, such as Robotic Process Automation (RPA). Even though many low-code and 
RPA-projects have the same goal of streamlining administrative processes, their approaches 
are quite different. By interacting with the user interface and locating data fields through the 
code of web pages and underlying systems, RPA mimics digital tasks that are usually 
performed by a human (Johnson & Eide, 2018). In contrast, low-code is built to quickly deliver 
new applications, either as a supplement to existing systems or as a complete replacement. 
When integrating with existing systems, low-code connects through an application 
programming interface (API) (Murphy, 2018). APIs allow developers to access, update or 
delete information on a remote computer without having to understand the technical details of 
the system they are interacting with (Braunstein, 2018). In simple terms, an API act as a 
middleman, taking the request from one piece of software and then replying with the 
appropriate response from the other (Tanna, 2016). This means that low-code, unlike RPA, is 
not fragile to changes in the user interface. Also, if the application is lacking necessary 
features, RPA will not address them, as it only uses the application in its current state. In those 
situations, low-code could be a better choice. However, RPA is a great tool for quickly 
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automating a process where existing systems are difficult and costly to replace, and there is 
no option for integrating to them via modern APIs (Murphy, 2018). In certain cases, the two 
technologies can also complement each other, where the RPA works as an integration between 
the low-code platform and existing infrastructure (Kovalev, 2018). 
2.5 Preparation and Implementation of Low-Code 
An advantage of low-code, compared to traditional software development, is that it is more 
accessible for people with a non-technical background, often referred to as citizen developers. 
Gartner defines a citizen developer as a “user who creates new business applications for 
consumption by others using development and runtime environments sanctioned by corporate 
IT” (Gartner, n.d.). The increase in people that can assist in the development opens many 
opportunities, as well as potential pitfalls. In a 2019 article, Senior manager at KPMG Digital 
Sebastiaan Tiemens lists five steps to prepare businesses for low-code implementation 
(Tiemens, 2019): 
1. Discover  
When introducing low-code within an organisation, it is important to demonstrate its 
capabilities and strengths right away. One of the advantages of low-code is that functional 
Proof of Concepts can be developed within a short amount of time. This enables all types of 
organisations to quickly start experimenting with the technology. It is recommended to start 
with minor projects and not spend too much effort on administrative processes and 
formalisation.  
2. Vision  
At this stage, it is time to start structuring initiatives and develop a low-code vision. While 
developing the vision, it is important to take a broad view and include topics such as digital 
business strategy, sector developments and other emerging technologies. It is recommended 
to keep it simple and create a compelling low-code story which will gather awareness and 
traction across stakeholders. It is also recommended to decide on a low-code platform that fits 
the need of the organisation.    
3. Sketch and mobilise 
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After experimenting with the technology and developing a low-code vision, it is time to 
transform the vision into a formalised plan and start piloting. The pilot can be run in a certain 
business unit or organisation-wide. Before implementation, the organisation must develop a 
business case. The goal of developing a business case is not to calculate the exact value of the 
investment, but rather to demonstrate that the investment is reasonable (Christensen, 2018). 
At this stage, the organisation will learn what the value options are and how the technology 
will impact their operating model. A functional design, attention to technical aspects as 
coherent logic, and architecture are essential for a successful implementation.  
4. Launch and realise 
Even though low-code makes development, integration, performance analysis, debugging and 
deployment easier, it is still necessary to organise and manage the project like a traditional 
software implementation. Low-code enables business and IT to unite and create mutual 
understanding, support Agile development and increase the likelihood of a successful 
implementation. Still, care for software quality and security, life cycle management and 
maintenance processes are crucial to be in control and manage quality and costs in the long 
term.  
5. Scale and improve 
Leveraging low-code at scale will increase the organisation’s capabilities to adapt to new 
circumstances. Combining business knowledge with technical capabilities will help the 
organisation determine the best way forward and establish a plan for upscaling. When the 
organisation is leveraging low-code at scale, it is recommended to establish a Centre of 
Excellence. Gartner defines Centre of Excellence as “a physical or virtual centre of knowledge 
concentrating existing expertise and resources in a discipline or capability to attain and sustain 
world-class performance and value” (Pemberton, 2016). The Centre of Excellence will ensure 
coordination, alignment, consistency and continuous improvement. 
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3. Digitalisation in Norwegian Higher Educational 
Sector 
As a public Norwegian business school, NHH is obligated to follow the Ministry of Education 
and Research’s strategy guidelines. In recent years, the Ministry of Education and Research 
has made it clear that the higher education sector must do more with fewer resources, and they 
recognise that technology can play an important part in making the sector more efficient. In 
2017, the ministry published the report Digitaliseringsstrategi for Universitets- og 
Høyskolesektoren regarding the digitalisation strategy for the Norwegian higher educational 
sector (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2017a). Among several topics in the report, digitalisation of 
support functions is mentioned. The idea is that if institutions digitalise and automate support 
functions, the institutions will gain a higher capacity for their core activities, which are 
research, innovation, teaching and communication.  
Since most higher education institutions in Norway are public, including NHH, there is not 
much competition between institutions. This has made it possible to make strategies on a more 
aggregate level. The vision described in the report is one where institutions solve as many of 
the administrative support processes as possible in unison. By doing this, they want to find 
synergies between the institutions, despite their differences and find appropriate user-friendly 
solutions for students and employees. The ministry has requested institutions to include 
digitalisation in both the planning and the design of the work processes. They also have more 
specific suggestions regarding which systems should be used. For example, the archive system 
P360 used at NHH is one of two archive systems suggested in the report. They also have 
standards for how data in the information system should be handled, which is always to be 
available digitally and stored in one location. From this location, it should be distributed to 
everyone who needs it. 
Educational institutions have done a lot to digitalise their services. For example, most schools 
in Norway has the possibility to film lectures and make them available on their webpages. In 
general, one can say that teaching in this sector is very close to being paperless. There has also 
been some cooperation between institutions of higher education in Norway to create common 
digital solutions. Examples include Samordnet Opptak (SO) which is a common portal for 
admission applications where the applicant only needs to submit one application, which is then 
distributed to the schools and universities the student wants to attend. If the applicant has good 
enough grades, he or she will get an offer from the institution which was ranked the highest 
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by the applicant (Samordnet Opptak, 2008). Fellessystemet (FS) is another system which 
follows all students through their higher education.  FS stores information about each student’s 
subjects, study program, and degrees, and shares this information with other institutions (Unit, 
n.d.). Apart from these achievements, it is also mentioned in the Ministry of Education and 
Research’s strategy report for digitalisation that the options to integrate with some of the 
sector-wide systems has been lacking. The API for FS launched as late as 2018. A consequence 
of this has been that data is often stored in multiple locations.   
Another aspect that is brought up in the strategy report is the cost reduction that can be 
achieved if organisations stay away from customised IS solutions. For example, it is preferred 
that institutions decide to share digital solutions and implement solutions that are regarded as 
best practice in the market. This will reduce the need for external consultants when 
implementing, upgrading or maintaining the system. It would also be easier to integrate with 
other institutions at a later point in time. The main principle of financing in the sector is that 
every institution is responsible for its own costs. It is also their responsibility to choose the IT 
systems which are needed for the processes at their institutions. Every institution shall steer 
their digitalisation effort through their own strategic goals, which should accommodate the 
digitalisation strategies published by the Ministry of Education and Research. 
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4. Method 
4.1 Design Science Research  
Design means “to invent or bring into being” (Vaishnavi, Kuechler, & Petter, 2019, p. 3), and 
design science is a broad category of research about design as a concept, as well as research 
on the design of objects. What separates design science from design science research (DSR) 
is the creation of an artefact as the means of acquiring knowledge  (Vaishnavi et al., 2019).  
An artefact is an “artificial object”, which should be understood in its most neutral sense, 
meaning, man-made as opposed to natural (Simon, 1970). A characteristic of these artefacts 
is that they are created to meet a goal. Simon (1970) divides the design of an artefact into three 
aspects, the inner environment, which can be thought of as the technical aspects of the artefact, 
the outer environment, which is its surrounding environment, and the interface between the 
two which is the solution to meet the goal. An essential aspect of these artefacts is that they 
continuously need to adapt to the outer environment if they are going to continue to work as 
an interface between the two environments. To clarify the terms above, we can put them in 
the context of the application that was designed for this paper. The inner environment is the 
technical elements which our application is made up of. This includes subsection 2.3 Low-
code Development Platforms, and the design process which will be further described in chapter 
6. Development.  The outer environment is everything that our application must relate to; that 
includes chapter 3. Digitalisation in Norwegian Higher Educational System, and how 
information systems have evolved, subsection 2.2 Information Systems. The artefact is, 
therefore, the interface, between the designed application, and the function it is intended to 
fulfil at NHH. 
The general idea of the DSR method is that the researcher can gain knowledge through the 
design of an artefact. By evaluating the artefact, we will get a better understanding of the 
problem in which we are trying to solve. In general, DSR consists of two processes, build and 
evaluate, which will be iterated several times. This is done to further improve the quality of 
the artefact and the design process, and enhance the knowledge of the environment under 
scrutiny (Hevner et al., 2004).  
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4.1.1 DSR Process Model 
The framework we will use in this thesis is the DSR process model described by Vaishnavi, 
Kuechler, and Petter, (2019). The model is an adaption of a model initially developed by 
Takade et al. (1990) for computable design process models, but the model also fits well for 
DSR, although the content in each step is different (Vaishnavi et al., 2019).  
 
Figure 2: typical design science research effort (Vaishnavi et al., 2019) 
As figure 2 illustrates, the DSR process is divided into five steps, that can be iterated through 
multiple times. Each process step creates output for the research process. Usually, going 
through these steps once is not enough to create a satisfying interface between the 
environments, and it is common to iterate through several times before concluding. In figure 
2, this iteration is called circumscription. In the end, we hope to gain design science knowledge 
that can contribute to the research field of digital transformation.  
1. Awareness of Problem 
In the first step of the model, awareness of the outer environment is created. In our case, the 
outer environment is characterised by the Admissions Office’s, NHH’s, and the Norwegian 
government’s strategic demand for increased efficiency, the knowledge of the people at the 
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Admissions Office, and the information system the process is a part of. When we contacted 
the Admissions Office at NHH, we were presented with several manual processes that the 
employees at the office felt were cumbersome. The Admissions Office could not do anything 
about these processes because the systems they were using were not integrated, and they did 
not have the tools or knowledge to do so. We chose the process of deferment of study offer for 
our study because the process fit the timeframe we needed for development. It was also a 
compelling case because an RPA solution had already been made. Developing another solution 
with different technology made it possible to compare the two approaches. To gain knowledge 
of the inner environment of the process we used Business Process Model and Notation 
(BPMN). BPMN provides a graphical notation for expressing business processes. The 
objective of BPMN is to support business process management for both technical and business 
users by providing a notation that is intuitive yet able to represent the complexity inherent to 
business processes (White, 2004). Through our development, our goal has been to create an 
artefact that makes the best fitting interface between the two environments.  
2. Suggestion 
The second step presents a proposal for an artefact that would be the solution to the problem 
described in 1. Awareness of problem, rearranging existing elements or introducing new 
elements. It is typical for this suggestion to present a tentative design or a prototype. This 
prototype does not need to be completely functional, but it creates a roadmap, which shows 
what kind of artefact the researcher wants to create  (Vaishnavi et al., 2019). We will propose 
a solution by visualising it using the same BPMN framework used in 1. Awareness of Problem. 
This makes it easier to compare the new and the former process solutions. We will in this 
paper, propose a low-code solution to make the process more efficient. 
3. Development 
In the development stage, an attempt is made to develop the proposal from step 2 into a 
functional artefact (Vaishnavi et al., 2019, p. 12). We will create an application in cooperation 
with NHH to automate the process in question. Most of this development will be based on 
educational videos about the low-code development platform OutSystems, which is one of the 
world’s most prominent low-code vendors. We have also cooperated with Avo Consulting, 
who use this platform to develop digital solutions for some of their clients in Norway. The 
arrangement was that we could ask them about the OutSystems platform if we got stuck during 
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development. The development will take place over two periods, which are called sprints. The 
content of these sprints will be explained in chapter 6. Development. 
4. Evaluation 
An artefact is complete and effective when it fulfils the requirements and satisfies the 
constraints of the problem it was meant to solve (Hevner et al., 2004). We emphasise here that 
this does not mean that the interface between the inner environment and the outer environment 
must be fully functional, but the design of the artefact must be good enough so that the artefact 
can be evaluated and that knowledge can be produced in the process of making the artefact.  
According to Design Science in IS Research (Hevner et al., 2004), an artefacts’ utility, quality, 
and efficiency must be rigorously demonstrated through evaluation methods. These tests must 
be based upon the environment in which the artefact is to operate. In the case of IT artefacts, 
the evaluation must include the integration within the technical infrastructure, as well as the 
business environment. The evaluation of artefacts should ideally be done with objective 
criteria. If someone developed IT software as an artefact, one could run stress tests to see 
whether the design would handle extensive use. As will be shown later, we were not able to 
create a fully functional artefact, and therefore could not test it in any quantitative way. 
Consequently, we were not able to measure the efficiency of our artefact. We have however 
performed a qualitative evaluation through interviews to evaluate the artefact’s utility, as well 
as quality.  
5. Conclusion 
In this phase, the result of the research effort is summarised. Although developing an 
application is not the primary goal of the project, our experiences developing an application 
for an organisation in the educational sector may be replicated by others who want to 
implement similar technologies.  The primary purpose of the conclusion is to make a strong 
case for the knowledge contribution to the field of research (Vaishnavi et al., 2019). In our 
case, we hope to contribute to the research on digital transformation in the sector for higher 
education in Norway.  
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4.2 Interviews 
To support the DSR approach, we have conducted interviews with the Admissions Office and 
Avo Consulting. The interviews have been used to gain knowledge about the current process 
for deferment of study offer, expert advice regarding some aspects of development, as well as 
evaluating the finished artefact. The interviews helped us to investigate whether the artefact 
was successful as an interface between the outer and the inner environment at the Admissions 
Office. To conduct the interviews, we used a semi-structured interview approach. This is a 
qualitative method of interviewing, characterised by open-ended questions which are asked in 
such a way that invites the informants to share their thoughts about the subject at hand 
(DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). 
Finding key informants was essential. We decided to perform several interviews to evaluate 
our artefact. To gain in-depth knowledge of the work process in which we were trying to 
improve, we performed interviews with several employees at the Admissions Office. The 
employees at the Admissions Office were also in a good position to evaluate whether our 
artefact would be suitable to replace the old solution.  
To obtain valuable insight into low-code and application development we interviewed 
consultants at Avo Consulting. The consultants had experience in implementing low-code 
solutions for both Norwegian and international customers. We thought their knowledge would 
give us valuable insight into how application development is conducted in real life. Before the 
interviews, we created interview guides to make sure that we covered the topics we found 
relevant.  
To document the interviews, we used audio recordings. The interviews were conducted in 
Norwegian before being translated to English. The tapes were deleted after the transcription 
was completed. Each informant received an information letter stating the intentions of the 
interview. They also signed a declaration where they accepted the interview session to be 
recorded, transcribed, and used in our research. After the interview, these transcriptions were 
made available to the informants so that they could review them if they wanted. To prepare 
the data for analysis, we sorted the responses into topics for later use. 
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4.3 Agile Software Development 
When developing our artefact, we have chosen to use an Agile approach. Agile software 
development refers to “a group of software development methodologies based on iterative 
development, where requirements and solutions evolve through collaboration between self-
organising cross-functional teams” (ISTQB, n.d.). The idea underlying an agile approach is 
that the client hardly has the prerequisites to define all requirements before the project start-
up. The client's requirements and the solution's possibilities should challenge each other 
through a close dialogue between the client and the supplier (Christensen, 2018).  
In the development phase, we have used the SCRUM method, which implies that we have 
organised the development in several sprints that build up to a release. Each sprint has a very 
schematic and strictly regulated schedule. The original design can be challenged and further 
elaborated if deemed necessary. One can also re-prioritise, meaning that an item determined 
for a later sprint can swap place with an item from an earlier sprint. Items can be withdrawn 
or postponed for a later sprint. In short, it is an agile approach to development, where the client 
plays a significant role. By definition, a sprint cannot be delayed because the timeline is fixed. 
However, a sprint may have remaining items when the sprint is completed. Remaining items 
must be developed at a later stage, possibly by adding a new sprint (Christensen, 2018). 
Ultimately, an acceptance test is conducted to evaluate if the system is in compliance with the 
business requirements and whether it is ready for implementation (ISTQB, n.d.). 
Agile methods are all about embracing the fact that a requirement specification hardly reflects 
the only true path towards the goal. We must understand that when interacting in a 
development process, new ideas will be born that sometimes exceed what has been proposed 
in a previous phase. Agility is about the ability to incorporate these suggestions along the way 
(Christensen, 2018). 
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5. Business Process Documentation 
In this chapter, we will present the business process documentation. By presenting the current 
process and system landscape, we will try to create awareness of the problem. This includes 
an introduction to the system landscape, how the process of deferment of study offer is handled 
today, and how a low-code application could change this process.  
5.1 Current Process for Deferment of Study Offer 
The regulation of full-time studies at NHH states that study offer can be deferred by up to two 
years if applicable. This implies that students who for some reason, need to postpone their 
studies at NHH can do so for up to two years. Typical reasons for deferment are compulsory 
military service, pregnancy, adoption, and the like. We will start by giving a walkthrough of 
the current process as well as an introduction to the system landscape. A BPMN mapping of 
today's process is illustrated in figure 4.  
To be entitled deferment of study, applicants must accept the study offer and then apply for 
deferment within given deadlines. Today, the process of deferment of study offer at NHH 
includes two roles: the applicant and a part-time employee processing the applications. The 
part-time employee is hereby referred to as a caseworker.  
System landscape 
The system landscape consists of a Web form, Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft Excel, a local 
directory/server, the common student system (Felles Studentsystem, FS) and the archive 
system Public 360. None of these systems directly integrate with each other, which implies 
that the information needs to be transferred manually between the systems. An overview of 
the system landscape is given in figure 3.   
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Figure 3: System landscape 
Web Form, Outlook and Microsoft Excel  
The process starts when a student applies through a web form at nhh.no. The content of the 
web form is edited in collaboration with the Admissions office, while NHH’s IT-department 
maintains the webpage. The application must include application number, study program, 
name, address, email address, phone, cause and years of deferment. Applicants are also asked 
to upload a document that proves that they are entitled to receive deferment. If the document 
contains sensitive information, it shall not be uploaded, but rather be sent by post. The reason 
for this is that the application is received in an Outlook inbox which is not approved for storing 
sensitive information. If sensitive information is received in Outlook, it will be processed and 
then deleted afterwards.  
After the application is received, a caseworker at the Admissions Office manually transfers 
the application to a dedicated inbox in Outlook. Next, the caseworker creates a new folder 
where the application and attachment are saved. The caseworker then opens an Excel 
spreadsheet and inserts application number, date, name, cause and years of deferment. While 
Outlook and Excel are licenced through Microsoft’s Office package, the data is stored on a 
local server owned by NHH. This server also contains the folders where the applications are 
stored before they are uploaded to the archive system.  
Public 360 and the Common Student System (FS) 
After updating the spreadsheet, the caseworker creates a new case in Public 360 (P360). P360 
is a cloud-based archive system licenced by NHH, through the Finnish IT-company Tieto. 
P360 is widely used throughout higher education institutions in Scandinavia and is approved 
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to store sensitive information. Depending on the content, the caseworker marks the case as 
either sensitive or ungraded. Because the applicant does not currently study at NHH, the 
caseworker must create a new student in P360. This is done by inserting the information 
provided in the application form. For Norwegian applicants, the caseworker also inserts the 
national identity number. This is accessed through  FS, which is an administrative system for 
Norwegian universities and colleges. FS is developed and managed by Unit - the Directorate 
for ICT and joint services in higher education and research (Unit, n.d.). FS is not approved to 
archive sensitive information, herby the need for P360. By inserting the Norwegian identity 
number, the caseworker enables an option to send a response via the digital mailing service 
Digipost. After the creation of a new student and case, the caseworker uploads the application 
and attachment to P360.  
To document that the application is uploaded, the caseworker opens Excel and changes the 
status to “P360”. After reviewing the application, the caseworker marks it as either approved 
or unapproved in Excel. Depending on the verdict, a PDF approval or rejection letter is created. 
Norwegian applicants receive this letter via Digipost. For international applicants, the 
response is sent to the email address provided in the application. To document that the letter 
is sent, the caseworker once again updates the Excel spreadsheet. Finally, if deferment is given 
the caseworker opens FS and sets møtt status to R (deferment of one year) or T (deferment of 
two years). The BPMN model in figure 4 illustrates the steps described in this subsection.  
 
Figure 4: BPMN of today’s process  
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5.2 Suggested Design of Artefact 
Figure 5 displays the suggested design of the artefact. That is how we suggest the process of 
deferment of study offer would look like after the implementation of a low-code solution. The 
main goal of this design is to reduce the processing time by reducing the number of steps 
necessary to process an application. This is done by letting the caseworker work in only one 
system, thus creating a better overview and eliminating what we consider to be unnecessary 
steps. The BPMN model in figure 5 displays the process from an applicant applies through the 
web form to deferment is eventually given in FS. Steps that are automated are marked with a 
script or a send/receive sign in the top left corner. The steps that are marked in red were not 
completed by the end of the development period. This is a result of us not being able to obtain 
the API keys required to integrate with P360 and FS. To access most API’s, including the ones 
for FS and P360, one needs to insert an API key. An API key is a unique code that is passed 
into the application. The key is used to identify the user, developer or program calling, thus 
preventing malicious use of the API (RapidAPI, 2019). We will elaborate further on the 
potential for this integration in subsection 6.4 Further Development. 
 
Figure 5: BPMN for deferment of study offer with low-code 
In this suggestion, the application is no longer received in Outlook, but rather in a new case 
management system. By having a complete overview of the applications in the case 
management system, we have removed the need for an Excel spreadsheet. Based on the input 
from the web form, the system automatically checks whether the applicant is a Norwegian 
citizen. If the applicant is Norwegian, the system uses the application number to retrieve the 
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applicant’s national identity number through the FS API. By automatically retrieving the 
national identity number, we avoid asking the applicant to input this information in the web 
form. Even though a national identity number is not considered as sensitive information, the 
Admissions Office have clearly stated that they prefer not to receive this through a web form. 
Next, the system automatically registers a new person and case in P360. The attachment 
provided in the application is then saved to this case. In theory, one could build a low-code 
solution that is not depended on integration with external systems such as P360. However, we 
suggest the application and attachment are automatically stored in P360. This is in line with 
the recommendation from the Ministry of Education and Research, which states that P360 is 
one of two recommended archive systems (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2017a).  
The next step (Select applicant in web application) is the first where the caseworker actively 
handles the application. In this step, the caseworker opens the case management system and 
selects an applicant. Here the caseworker has a complete overview of the information provided 
in the application. The caseworker will then open the attachment and evaluate the content. 
Depending on the assessment, the caseworker will either press an acceptance or rejection 
button which automatically sends an email response to the applicant. The verdict, as well as 
the sending of the response, is automatically logged in the case management system, thus 
giving a clear overview of the applications that have been processed. If deferment is given the 
system will automatically mark the study offer as deferred in FS. 
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6. Development 
In this chapter, we will discuss the development of our artefact. First, we will introduce the 
low-code development platform OutSystems before giving a more detailed explanation of the 
development process. We will then demonstrate our low-code application before discussing 
the potential for further development. It is important to state that the data displayed in this 
chapter is not based on real applications. 
6.1 Development Platform  
To develop our application, we have used the low-code development platform OutSystems. In 
this section, we introduce OutSystems and try to provide the reader with a basic understanding 
of the platform’s capabilities and underlying logic.  
6.1.1 Introduction to OutSystems  
With OutSystems, applications are built and changed in a visual environment where the user 
can define the application’s data model, business logic, workflow processes and user interfaces 
for both web and mobile devices. All development is done in a drag-and-drop development 
environment, which can be extended with custom code. Both Forrester and Gartner recognise 
OutSystems as one of the leading low-code development platforms (OutSystems, 2019c). We 
believe that developing on a recognised platform, such as OutSystems, provide a more realistic 
foundation for answering our research question. Before writing this thesis, we had no 
experience working with application development. To learn to develop in OutSystems, we 
attended several online courses as well as a seminar organised by Avo Consulting in Bergen.  
6.1.2 Service Studio  
The OutSystems development environment, Service Studio, is organised in four layers, 
Processes, Interface, Logic and Data. These layers provide the user with easy access to the 
elements that exist inside of Service Studio.  
Processes 
The process layer gives the developer information about logic and tasks that occur on an 
aggregate level. Inside processes, we have two major groups, processes and timers. Processes 
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include business processes as well as human and automated tasks, which in return contains 
decisions, events and wait times. The second type of element is the timer, which is a scheduled 
action that can occur at a specific time and be rescheduled to occur daily, weekly or at other 
types of intervals. These actions can be attributed priorities so that if multiple actions must run 
at the same time, some can be attributed higher importance. They can also be attributed 
timeouts, stopping actions from running indefinitely. 
 
Figure 6: The process layer in Service Studio 
Interface 
The second layer is the interface layer. The interface focuses on the different components that 
make up the user interface. This includes user interface flows which are groups of individual 
screens. Besides giving an overview of the different screens, the interface layer includes 
images, and themes, which control the look and feel of the application. The layer also includes 
scripts. This may be any JavaScript resources that is be required for any of the elements in the 
user interface.  
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Figure 7: The interface layer in Service Studio 
Logic 
In the third layer, we have the logic layer which displayes the individual logic of each action. 
As we can se by figure 8, the logic is displayed by the use of a flowchart. The logic layer also 
provides easy access to external systems, including web services and enterprise systems like 
SAP. Because we have logic in all these sections, we also want to secure and limit who has 
access. This can be done by assigning different roles to different users. Also, if any exceptions 
need to be handled, we can easily add a set of exceptions in the logic layer.  
Figure 8: The logic layer in Service Studio 
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Data 
Finally, we have the data layer. Here we can define the different entities that are available in 
the database. OutSystems define entities as “elements that allow you to persist information in 
the database and to implement your database model” (OutSystems, n.d.-a). If we wish to 
represent these visually, entity diagrams can be created. Besides entities that will be stored on 
a server, there are also structures which are in-memory representations of data. There are site 
properties, which are cross-application data, and then there are resources, which is any other 
type of data that do not fall into the other categories. 
 
Figure 9: The data layer in Service Studio 
6.2 Development Process 
In this subsection, we will describe the development process and the decisions which shaped 
our low-code application. We have structured our development in two sprints that both lasted 
one week. Before we started the development of our application, we had a walkthrough of the 
current process with a representative from the Admissions Office. Here we mapped the entire 
process, which resulted in the BPMN process shown in subsection 5.1 Current Process for 
Deferment of Study. After we had mapped the process, we met with two consultants from Avo 
Consulting. Together we created an overview of the elements that needed to be included in 
our application, also known as the product backlog. Our solution is built in the free version of 
OutSystems. This implies that the data is saved in our personal environment on the 
OutSystems cloud. If the solution is to be implemented, the data would likely be stored on a 
local server (on-premise), in the cloud or on a combination of the two.   
6.2.1 First Sprint  
The first sprint lasted one week, from 4th to the 10th of November. The focus was on creating 
the main components of our solution. We created three separate components: a core, a web 
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form and a case management system. The reasoning behind the separation of the components 
is primarily due to security risks. Neither the applicant nor the caseworker should be able to 
have direct access to the database itself but rather update the database from remote 
applications. The web form and case management system are separated to ensure that 
applicants do not have access to the submitted applications. Figure 10 illustrates how the three 
components interact with each other: The web form updates the core, and then that data is 
displayed in the case management system. After the submitted applications have been 
reviewed in the case management system, the data is once again saved to the core component.  
 
Figure 10: Illustration of the three components  
Core 
In the core, we define the entities that make up the foundation of our application. In our 
solution, we have included the entities Applicant and ApplicantFile. In the Applicant entity, 
we store the applicant's personal information, such as name, address, phone, email, and study 
program, as well as application-related information like application number, date of 
submission, application status, cause of deferment and if a response has been sent. In the 
Applicant entity, we have also added a comment attribute as well as an attribute to insert 
additional information in the email. These attributes allow the caseworker to leave a comment 
in both the case management system and in the email response. We believe these attributes 
can be useful if the caseworker would like to give a more extended explanation of the 
reasoning behind the assessment. 
In the ApplicantFile entity, we store the documents that the applicants attach to their 
applications. To make sure that the attachment is connected to the correct applicant, the 
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primary key in the Applicant entity (ApplicantId) is set as a foreign key in the ApplicantFile 
entity. This relationship can be viewed on the left-hand side of figure 11.  
Figure 11: Entity Diagram 
We have also created five static entities: ApplicationStatus, StudyProgram, YearsofDeferment, 
Cause and ResponseSent. Static entities are used when you need a predefined and constant set 
of values (OutSystems, n.d.-d). As displayed in figure 11, all static entities are connected to 
the Applicant entity through a foreign key.  
The ApplicationStatus entity gives the caseworker an overview of which applications that have 
been processed, and which applications that are under review. It contains three records: Under 
review, Approved and Declined.  
 
Figure 12: Application Status entity.  
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The StudyProgram entity holds the different study offers at NHH. This is Bachelor, Master’s 
in Accounting (MRR), Master of Science for Norwegian students (MØA) and Master of 
Science for international students (MSc).    
 
Figure 13: Study Program entity.  
The YearsofDeferment entity refers to the number of years the applicant can withhold their 
study offer. Because it is only possible to receive deferment for one or two years, this entity 
only contains two records, One and Two.  
 
Figure 14: Years of deferment entity  
The Cause entity contains the cause of deferment. In conversation with representatives from 
the Admissions Office, it emerged that most students who apply for deferment of study offer, 
apply for three reasons, compulsory military service, medical issues and birth or adoption. We 
have therefore included four records in the Cause entity: Military Service, Medical and Birth 
or Adoption and Other. It is important to state that with OutSystems, one could easily add 
more records to an entity if deemed necessary. For example, adding more common causes for 
deferment. 
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Figure 15: Cause of deferment entity  
Finally, we have the ResponeSent entity. This entity tracks whether a response is sent to the 
applicant and contains two records: Yes and No.  
 
Figure 16: ResponseSent entity 
Web form 
Because OutSystems makes it simple to create a web form that automatically updates the 
database (in this case the core), we decided to replace the email-based web form that is in use 
today. Just like the web form that is currently in use, the new web form asks applicants to input 
their name, address, application number, phone number, email address, years of deferment, 
study program and cause of deferment. Applicants are also asked to upload a document that 
proves that they are entitled to receive deferment. If the document contains sensitive 
information, it shall not be uploaded, but rather sent by post. To avoid applicants sending 
sensitive information we have clearly stated what is considered sensitive and where they 
should send this information. Just like the web form that is in use by NHH today, our web 
form is available to the public. This means that anyone can access the website without having 
to log in with a username and password. The reasoning behind this decision is that many of 
the applicants are new students and therefore, do not have a student email or account 
registered. Making the applicants sign up for an account makes the process more time 
consuming for the applicants without gaining any real value for the Admissions Office. We 
also consider the likelihood of someone submitting a false application as small.  
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Figure 17: Web form   
Case management system  
When a student applies through the web form, the application is received in a case 
management system. Unlike the web form, the case management system is only available for 
users with a predefined role as a caseworker. This ensures that no outsiders have access to the 
submitted applications. The management of roles is done in the OutSystems Service Center. 
Service Center is a web console that enables the operational management of OutSystems 
applications. It provides the user with all logging and monitoring information related to the 
applications. The application overview screen in the case management system is viewed in 
figure 18. This screen includes a table with an overview of the submitted applications. As we 
can see in the figure below, are all applications automatically assigned to the date they were 
submitted. To enhance the user experience, we have added a search bar and a drop-down menu. 
The inclusion of a search bar lets the caseworker search for a specific applicant by both name 
and application number. This reduces the need to scroll through several pages of applications. 
The drop-down menu lets the caseworker filter between the application statuses. This feature 
makes it easy to see which applications have been processed and which are still under review.  
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In a meeting with the Admissions Office, it was stated that some applicants did not use the 
web form but instead contacted the Admissions Office directly by email. To allow the 
caseworker to easily archive applications that are not received through the web form, we have 
added a feature that allows the caseworker to add a new applicant directly in the case 
management system. The button to add a new applicant can be viewed in the right-hand side 
of figure 18.   
 
Figure 18: Application Overview Screen  
By pressing any of the rows on the application overview screen, the caseworker gets access to 
the application detail screen. As seen in figure 18, the application detail screen contains all 
the information that has been submitted by the applicant. As we consider it likely that some 
applications will contain typos and other errors, we have given the caseworker access to 
change any of the information provided in the application. When a new application is 
submitted, it is automatically assigned with the status “Under review”. In the application detail 
screen, the caseworker can change this status to either “Approved” or “Declined”. The 
caseworker can also leave a comment or input additional information to the email response. 
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Figure 19: Application detail screen  
As seen in figure 19, we have added a few buttons to the application detail screen. First, we 
have a return button in the upper right corner. By pressing this, the caseworker is sent back to 
the application overview screen without any changes being saved to the database. To 
download the documentation provided by the applicant, we have created a download 
attachment button. When pressed, this button triggers an action that searches the ApplicantFile 
entity for a file that is assigned with the same ApplicantId as the applicant the caseworker is 
currently assessing. The action then retrieves the file and downloads it to the caseworker’s 
computer. The logic of the download attachment button is viewed in figure 20. The delete 
button, as the name suggests, deletes the application and its corresponding attachment from 
the database, while the save button saves any changes and returns the user to the application 
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overview screen. Lastly, we have added a couple of buttons for sending a response to the 
applicant. By the end of the first sprint, the logic of these response buttons was not completed, 
and we, therefore, postponed this task to the second sprint.    
 
Figure 20: Logic of the download attachment button  
6.2.2 Second Sprint  
The second sprint lasted from the 18th to the 24th of November. We had initially planned to 
use this sprint to integrate our application with P360 and FS through an API. As mentioned in 
subsection 5.2 Suggested Design of Artefact, we were not able to access the API keys required 
to integrate with P360 and FS. We will elaborate further on the potential for this integration 
in subsection 6.4 Further Development. Instead of integrating with external systems, we used 
the second sprint to include elements that we were not able to include in the first sprint as well 
as making our solution more secure and user-friendly.  
As mentioned in subsection 5.1 Current Process for Deferment of Study offer, the Admissions 
Office is currently replying to Norwegian Students through the digital mailing service 
Digipost. As none of the responses contains sensitive information, we have, together with the 
Admissions Office, concluded that it is not necessary to use Digipost, making an email 
response a valid option. In the first sprint, we created two reply buttons, one for sending an 
approval letter, and one for sending a rejection letter. Just like web screens, OutSystems 
provides the developer with the opportunity to create and compose emails. Based on examples 
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from the Admissions Office, we have composed a rejection letter and two approval letters. For 
the purpose of this thesis, all letters are written in English. However, if the solution is to be 
implemented, one could easily add a logic that would send responses written in Norwegian to 
the Norwegian applicants. To make the emails more personalised, they all contain an 
expression which retrieves the name of the applicant from the application form. This enables 
the emails to automatically include the applicant's name in the first sentence. The only 
difference in the two approval letters is the difference in length of deferent. The emails we 
have created are standardised and are therefore suitable in most situations. As mentioned 
earlier, the caseworker also has the opportunity to insert additional information in the email, 
for example, the reasoning behind the assessment. Still, in some cases, it will probably be 
necessary to compose a more customised response. The rejection letter and one of the approval 
letters can be viewed in figure 21 and 22. None of these examples includes a custom response.  
 
Figure 21: Rejection letter 
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Figure 22: Approval letter 
To be able to send email through our application, we needed to connect our OutSystems 
account to an SMTP server. This is done in the OutSystems Service Center. SMTP stands for 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol and is the standard communication protocol used for sending 
and receiving email (Van Vleck, 2001). The SMTP server tells where the email should be sent, 
the authorisation information needed for the transaction, and the type of security needed 
(Tschabitscher, 2019). Since the Admissions Office is currently using Outlook, we have 
connected to the Outlook SMTP server. Within a minute of the caseworker pressing either of 
the two reply buttons, the applicant receives an email response to their application.  
As we can see in figure 23 and 24, the logic of the two reply buttons is almost the same. The 
most significant difference is the inclusion of an if statement in the send approval letter button. 
This if statement checks whether the applicant is given deferment for one or two years and 
then sends an email with the correct length of deferment. Inside the logic of the two buttons, 
we have added two server actions. Depending on which button that is pressed, the system 
automatically changes the application status to either Approved or Declined. In addition, the 
system sets the ResponseSent entity to Yes. Finally, the data on the applicant detail screen is 
refreshed and a feedback message confirms that the letter is sent. If the caseworker does not 
use either of the reply buttons, for example, if a custom response is necessary, the caseworker 
can manually mark the response as sent in the applicant detail screen. 
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Figure 23: Logic of the send approval letter button  
Figure 24: Logic of the send rejection letter button.  
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We have also added a confirmation message to three of the buttons. When the caseworker 
press either of the reply buttons or the delete application button, it will be displayed a popup 
message asking the casework to confirm that the input is correct. This confirmation message 
act as an extra layer of security, stopping the caseworker from accidentally deleting an 
application or sending the wrong response. The confirmation message for the delete 
application button can be viewed in figure 25. 
 
Figure 25: Confirmation message for the delete application button  
We did not only add new features to the case management system. In the second sprint, we 
also added two new screens to the web form. The first new screen is displayed to applicants 
who apply for deferment because of birth, adoption or medical issues. Because health 
information is regarded as sensitive, it shall not be uploaded but rather sent by post. A problem 
with the web form that is in use today is that it allows all applicants to upload documents, 
regardless of the information is sensitive or not. To prevent applicants from uploading 
sensitive information, we have included a statement that that checks which cause the applicant 
has chosen for deferment. If the applicant has chosen medical or birth or adoption as the cause 
for deferment, the web form will not upload the document but instead transfer the applicant to 
a new screen that asks the applicant to send the documentation by post. This screen can be 
viewed in figure 26. 
Figure 26: Final screen after for students with medical causes, including birth and adoption 
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We have also added a new screen for applicants who do not need to send sensitive information. 
After the applicant has applied, he or she is transferred to a final screen that confirms that the 
application has been correctly submitted. From here, the applicant can press a link that 
redirects to NHH’s front page. This final screen is displayed in figure 27.  
 
Figure 27: Final screen for applicants with non-medical causes 
To enhance the security of our low-code solution, we have added HTTPS security to all web 
screens. HTTPS is a communication protocol that supports secure communication over the 
Internet. HTTPS uses HTTP in combination with Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL), which encrypts the communication session so that unauthorised persons 
cannot intercept or change data during the transmission over open networks (Bartnes, 2019).  
After the first sprint, we recognised that the web form would allow all file types to be uploaded 
through the web form. This created a significant security risk because anyone with bad 
intentions could potentially upload malware (malicious software) through the web form. To 
deal with this security loophole we have created a logic that checks whether the file is PDF 
document. If the file is not a PDF the applicant would get an error message, stating that the 
document must be a PDF. In this logic, we also check whether the applicant has forgotten to 
upload a document. If an applicant with a non-medical cause does not select a file to be 
uploaded, the same error message will be displayed. The complete logic behind the web form 
can be viewed in figure 28.  
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Figure 28: Logic of the web form  
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6.3 Finished Prototype  
After the second sprint, we met with representatives from the Admissions office. Together we 
had a walkthrough of our low-code solution, demonstrating its capabilities and shortcomings. 
We will elaborate further on the feedback from the Admissions Office in chapter 7. Evaluation 
of the Artefact. A video demonstrating our application in action can be viewed by following 
this link: https://vimeo.com/378607980. It is important to state that the video contains fictional 
data.  
6.4 Further Development  
The biggest shortcoming of our solution is the lack of integration with FS and P360. As 
mentioned earlier we have not been able to access the API keys required to connect with these 
APIs. To get the API keys that we required, the IT department at NHH contacted the vendor 
of P360. Although waiting several weeks, our request was left pending, even though the 
vendor was contacted several times by the IT department. Although FS has an API, we could 
not use it because it did not have a trial version, like P360. Also if we were given access to 
FS, we would be exposed to students personal information which could be in discord with 
Norwegian privacy laws.  
In preparation for the second sprint, we read the API documentation for both P360 and FS. 
P360 was recently updated to a cloud service, resulting in a change in its API, while the FS 
API was launched as late as 2018. As of writing, the P360 API is based on the Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP), while, the FS API is built on the REST architecture. The difference 
between these API standards are out of scope for this thesis, but when asked about whether 
OutSystems is compatible with these APIs, a leading low-code expert at Avo Consulting 
answered:  
“Yes, OutSystems can connect with virtually anything, and certainly via REST and SOAP 
Webservices”.  
Because we never got started on the API integration, it is difficult to answer precisely how 
complex and time consuming the integration process would be. However, when asked about 
the difficulty of API integration on the OutSystems platform, another low-code expert at Avo 
Consulting answered that:  
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“It is not unreasonable to assume that if you had access to the APIs, you would be able to 
integrate with them.”  
The Admissions Office have clearly stated that they prefer a solution that does not contain 
temporary storage. This is in line with the strategy report for digitalisation published by the 
Ministry of Education and Research  (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2017a), which states that 
information should only be stored and distributed from one location. As mentioned in 
subsection 5.2 Suggested Design of Artefact, we suggest that the data is stored directly in P360, 
as it is one of two archive system that is recommended by the Ministry of Education and 
Research. When asked whether it would be possible to avoid temporary storage and instead 
save directly to P360, the same representative from Avo Consulting answered that: 
“It is possible to avoid temporary storage. You must have some sort of a local variable, but 
you do not need to store it in a database. Creating your own OutSystems database is therefore 
not necessary”. 
To further enhance our knowledge of API integration, we participated in several online courses 
on how to connect OutSystems with REST and SOAP APIs. Based on our knowledge as well 
as the feedback from the two low-code experts at Avo Consulting, we are confident that with 
access to the API keys we would be able to create a solution that is in line with the design we 
proposed in subsection 5.2 Suggested Design of Artefact. As a result, the process of deferment 
of study offer would have been highly automated.  
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7. Evaluation of the Artefact 
Artefacts in a design science research program should be evaluated both during and after 
development (Vaishnavi et al., 2019). While developing the artefact, we gained a more in-
depth understanding of the inner environment as well as the outer environment. This led us to 
continually revisit, and evaluate, earlier stages of the DSR framework. In this chapter, we will 
only focus on the evaluation of our finished prototype. Since we did not receive the API keys 
required to develop the application in the way it was proposed, we were not able to perform 
any practical test that would have proven in a definitive manner that our application could 
have replaced the solution that is currently implemented at the Admissions Office. We have, 
however, performed several interviews to perform a qualitative evaluation of the artefact. The 
evaluation is based on the subsection 5.1.1 DSR Process Model, as well as subsection 5.2 
Interviews. The informants in the evaluation were a couple of employees at the Admissions 
Office and two employees of Avo Consulting. In the evaluation meetings, we started by 
explaining to the participants how we understood the current process of deferment of study 
offer, and what kind of solution we believed would make the process more efficient. We then 
showed the participants the same prototype which was shown in the video link shared in 
subsection 6.3 Finished Prototype. 
7.1 General Utility, Quality and Efficiency 
The informants who participated in the evaluation were in general positive about the proposed 
solution, but there were also ideas for improvements, as well as some concerns related to the 
artefact. One of the features that were requested by the manager of the Admissions Office was 
the possibility to delegate applications among the caseworkers. She also asked if it would be 
possible to create an interface to audit the caseworkers, one which would make it possible to 
see who assessed which applicant. 
One of the informants at the Admissions Office made a comparison between the RPA solution 
that was developed last year, and the low-code solution that we developed. She said that in a 
way, the low-code application solved some of the challenges they experience with the current 
process. Having to copy and paste the information from the application into different systems 
is manual and time-consuming. Low-code technology enabled the removal of these steps by 
integrating the web-form with a case management system. The RPA solution, however, was 
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able to automate the tasks that needed to be done in P360, something our prototype has still 
not proved that it can do. She said:  
“I feel sorry for you that you were not able to gain access to P360 API. I feel that these two 
solutions (RPA and the low-code solution) complement each other. The students who 
developed the RPA solution managed to automate a lot of the things that needed to be done in 
P360, while you found a nice way to integrate the steps in the process before data is stored in 
P360, as well as the steps that come after the application is evaluated”.  
Another employee at the Admissions Office agreed: 
 “It is like you have solved part A  and C, while they solved the part B. The best would be if 
one solution could solve them both” 
At Avo Consulting, informants were positive and thought the suggested design could have 
been implemented. One concern that we brought up was whether it was possible to send 
information directly from a webform to P360 without having to store it locally first. For us, 
the application needed to have this functionality because this is considered best practice in the 
digitalisation strategy report from the Ministry of Education and Research  
(Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2017a). When asked about the ability to store data directly in P360, 
a consultant at Avo Consulting answered:  
 “It is not unreasonable to think that this would work out fine. If you have access to the API, 
then you will be able to do it. The data needs to be temporarily stored in the application when 
it is managed, but there is no need for a separate database”.  
Although we could not measure how efficient our artefact was, we did ask the Admissions 
Office how long it takes to evaluate an application for deferment. Since the evaluation time is 
different depending on what grounds the applicant applies for deferment of study offer, the 
office gave us an estimate of a student who applies based on obligatory military service. This 
is considered one of the least complicated applications to evaluate because the documentation 
that needs to be evaluated is very standardised. They estimated that one of these applications 
could be evaluated in 3 to 5 minutes. Considering all the steps that are present in the current 
process for deferment of study offer, we imagine that a similar application could have been 
evaluated in our web application in about a minute.  
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7.2 Privacy and Security Concerns 
A topic that was thoroughly discussed at the Admissions Office was the feature of 
automatically generated acceptance- or rejection letters sent to the applicants. In the web 
application we created, the mail is sent through an outlook account. As mentioned earlier does 
Norwegian applicants receive a response in Digipost. Digipost offers a secure mailbox where 
the user needs double authentication with BankID or Buypass to gain access. The reason this 
service is used is that it is considered a more secure, formal, way of communicating. The user 
that sends the mail can be sure that the content is only sent to the intended person, while the 
receiver gets a high-security mailbox for important documents.  
The participants liked the automatically generated letters, but they were not sure whether the 
response should be sent from an outlook account. Although the emails that are sent from the 
Admissions Office usually do not contain any information which is regarded as sensitive, the 
office was worried that applicants might think that the letter is sent from someone else than 
NHH. Sending mail through Digipost with our suggested solution would not have been a 
problem, but it cannot be done from the OutSystems platform alone. The current process sends 
Digipost though P360, which is made possible because Tieto has partnered with Posten Norge.  
To send the mail through the web application, we would have to do this through the P360 API, 
or the Digipost API.  
A topic during the evaluation meeting with Avo Consulting was the IT security of our 
application. It was pointed out that, although we had taken some measures to make our web 
application secure, for example using a secure transfer protocol (HTTPS), there were still 
underlying concerns. As explained by one of the informants. IT security on the OutSystems 
platform can split into three aspects. The first concerns the protocol security, which we already 
had implemented. The second aspect relates to the fact that when the OutSystem platform is 
used in development, machine code is generates based on the actions the developer performs 
in the user interface. The user must trust that OutSystems generates a secure code. Although 
it is possible to see the code that is generated, it is not meant for humans to read, which makes 
it difficult to audit.  
The third aspect is related to the way data is transferred between the three components of the 
web application, described at the beginning of subsection 6.2.1 First Sprint. In our prototype, 
any caseworker who logs in to the case management system would have been able to read, 
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delete or update any information stored in the database. This kind of access for every 
caseworker is unadvisable since it exposes the information system to the risk of being 
manipulated against what was intended. It is, therefore, best practice to give each employee in 
an organisation only the access that they need to perform their tasks while restricting them 
from doing anything they are not supposed to do (Lunsford & Collins, 2008). The employee 
at Avo Consulting suggested that we implemented a logical layer of CRUD operations. CRUD 
stands for create, read, update, and delete. These are types of operations that are allowed, for 
example, on a piece of data for a specific user. By implementing this, one can prepare for the 
worst by restricting the possible actions a user can perform and protect the data integrity in 
P360. When asked whether it would be more complex and time-consuming to develop an 
application with CRUD operations, an Avo-employee answered:  
“I would say that it is time-saving to include CRUD operations. IT provides a better overview 
and is straightforward to build on”.  
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8. Discussion 
In this chapter, we will return to the research question presented in the introduction of the 
thesis: 
 “Are low-code development platforms a viable solution to contribute to digital transformation 
in the administration of higher educational institutions in Norway?” 
Supplemented by our findings while developing the artefact in the DSR study, we will attempt 
to answer the research question above, and contribute to the research field of digital 
transformation. Digital transformation is a vast topic. Consequently, we will therefore not 
address all the aspects of digital transformation in the Higher Education Sector. Since low-
code is a tool designed to develop new applications, we will focus on how low-code can 
contribute to digital transformation through application development. We will first discuss 
some of the challenge organisations experience regarding digital transformation. We will then 
discuss whether low-code technology has the potential to solve some of these challenges, 
whether it is economically viable, and if so, how low-code technology should be implemented 
in the sector of higher education in Norway. 
8.1 Challenges of Digital Transformation 
In a literature review that investigated 282 academic publications regarding digital 
transformation, there was identified two types of organisational barriers for digital 
transformation. Inertia is related to existing resources and capabilities in an organisation, 
which can create barriers for changes that might disrupt existing processes in the organisation 
(Vial, 2019). A known example is Kodak, who were not able to react to the disruptive 
technology of digital photography. Even though they owned many valuable patents that could 
have helped them get a head start on their competitors, Kodak was not able to change the 
organisational culture and decision making, which was built on the success of analogue 
photography (Lucas & Goh, 2009). The other type of barrier that was identified was resistance. 
This is a theme that relates to the resistance employees of an organisation can produce when 
disruptive technologies are introduced.  This raises, for example, the issue with how, and how 
fast one should introduce new technology into an organisation (Vial, 2019). 
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Another way to investigate the challenges of digital transformation is to see what the 
organisations themselves experience as barriers to digital transformation. OutSystems 
conducts an annual survey to investigate, among other things, what organisations find the most 
challenging with digital transformation and application development. The survey is called The 
State of Application Development. In 2019 it was filled out by 3300 IT professionals spread 
across multiple industries and continents (OutSystems, 2019a). Although we consider this 
source to a bit controversial since it was financed by a company selling low-code platforms, 
we found the way the survey was conducted satisfying. To mitigate bias in their survey, 
OutSystems promoted it primarily to IT professionals who were not OutSystems customers. 
The numbers of the survey will also be affected by geography since 70% of respondents were 
located in either North America or Europe. The largest responding industries were software, 
20%, Technology/Computers/telecoms and Internet, 16%, Consultant/Consultancy/SI, 13%, 
Government and Education, 10% (OutSystems, 2019a). 
As a part of the survey, respondents were asked to identify the top three challenges that delayed 
the delivery of web and mobile applications  (OutSystems, 2019a). We have decided to 
elaborate on the six first causes, displayed in figure 29.  
 
Figure 29 (OutSystems, 2019a) Top Causes of Application Delivery Delays 
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Although both P360 and FS had API integration during the development of our application, 
this was not the case until recently. For example, the API for FS was launched as late as 2018. 
FS was also a challenge for the students who developed the RPA solution for the process of 
deferment of study offer (Johnson & Eide, 2018). As well as not having access to the API for 
this system, it was also challenging to integrate with using an RPA solution. Their problem 
was not only an API problem but one that made any integration with FS difficult.  
Even though a system has API solutions, it does not mean that a developer will gain access to 
this service. Our experience with not getting hold of the necessary API keys to P360 is an 
example of this. Although the vendor was contacted several times over a period of several 
weeks, the key was never received. During a presentation of our project for Avo Consulting, 
we mentioned the difficulty in receiving the API key. One of the consultants attending the 
presentation found this amusing, because our experience, was according to him, very similar 
to what developers experience in real business scenarios.   
When developing applications, changing requirements are not unusual. Some of the most 
frequent reasons for changing requirements are that they are overlooked during planning, 
market shifts, miscommunication between stakeholders, changes within the organisation, or 
changes in laws and regulations (Bigelow, 2019). In our development, we experienced how 
easy it is to overlook details during planning. Although our artefact was not going to be put to 
actual use, we still got feedback during the evaluation regarding features that we were not 
aware was necessary for the application to perform in a satisfactory manner.  
A lack of software and quality assurance can be costly both for an organisation. A report from 
2002 by the Institute of Standards and Technology, estimated that software failures cost the 
US economy about 0.6 % of its yearly gross domestic product. The report also suggests that a 
third of these costs could be eliminated with testing infrastructure that enables earlier or more 
effective identification and removal of software defects (NIST, 2002). Developers using 
traditional code must design a set of tests, including test inputs and expected results, to remove 
bugs before the software release. Creating these tests for modern software is labour intensive 
and complex work. As a consequence, there are systems on the market for automatic testing 
of written code (Hossain, 2018).  
Security Protection, Data Privacy are topics that are becoming increasingly important in 
application development. As described in 2.2 information systems, IT architectures are 
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becoming more integrated, as well as more connected to the internet. The more processes that 
are dependent on the internet, the more opportunities exist for hackers. This is because there 
are more potential points of entry to an organisations information system (Matthews, 2019). 
Data is also becoming more valuable. A natural consequence of this is that the stakes are higher 
regarding cybersecurity. The more an organisation depends on data, the more damaging an 
attack can be (Matthews, 2019). In 2016, Cyber Security Ventures predicted that cybercrime 
will cost the global economy 6 trillion dollars by 2021, up from 3 trillion in 2015 (Morgan, 
2016).    
It was also reported in the 2019 Cyberthreat Defense Report, that 78% of organisations that 
were surveyed in the report believed that a cyberattack had already hit their organisation, and 
two-thirds believed it would happen again in 2019 (Cyberedge Group, 2019). When 
organisations were asked which security process they were most struggling with, they 
answered that app development and testing were causing the most headache, a response they 
also had given the two previous years (Cyberedge Group, 2019). In 2018 we got an example 
of how poor web and mobile application design can be a security risk for a company. Using 
only 22 lines of code, a group of hackers were able to steal personal information from 380.000 
British Airways Customers. Amongst the information that was stolen, was names, addresses, 
and credit card details. Because the applications were not designed securely, hackers were able 
to add their own code to the applications existing code and change the webpage’s behaviour. 
As a result, any data that was sent through the applications was compromised (Newman, 
2018). 
In the OutSystems survey, 10 % of the respondents named a lack of technical dev skill as the 
top cause of application delivery delays. Only 15% of the respondents described the 
recruitment of application developers as easy. The type of IT professionals that were most 
difficult to recruit were specialists in machine learning, cybersecurity, and internet of things 
(OutSystems, 2019a). If we consider the lack of human capital in general, then this was also a 
topic we identified at NHH. When asked about the challenges of digital transformation at 
NHH, a member of NHH’s Digitalisation Committee writes: 
“The biggest challenge is probably a lack of people who can lead and execute digitalisation 
projects and as well as the ability to make organisational changes that technology enables”.  
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NHH is not alone in looking for this kind of knowledge. In Siemens annual survey about 
digitalisation in Norway, expertise in digital solutions was named the most significant barrier 
to digital transformation (Siemens, 2019).  
8.2 Technological Viability 
In the previous subsection, we examined some of the challenge organisations face in their 
digital transformation journey. In the context of our research question, we will explore the 
technological viability of low-code development platforms. This includes discussing whether 
low-code can solve some of the challenges described in the previous subsection.  
8.2.1 Changing Requirements and Testing  
Low-code platforms promise speedy delivery of small mobile- and web applications, as well 
as larger enterprise systems. Because of a growing focus on development delivery time, 
organisations have, in recent years, looked to low-code platforms to accelerate development 
(Richardson & Rymer, 2016a). A part of the reason why low-code development platforms 
grow in popularity is their modularity, as shown in chapter 8. Development. Since low-code 
applications are made up of precoded modules, these modules do not have to be coded over 
again which might reduce the challenges mentioned regarding changing requirements. This 
emphasised by one of the consultants at Avo Consulting:  
“The thing about low-code solutions is that so much of the things that people want to develop 
has already been done by someone else. Instead of writing the code over again, you can reuse 
code, and spend your time on something else”.  
The modularity and debugging features in low-code platforms have the potential of reducing 
the time and resources spent on debugging and testing. This is because every module in the 
platform is already coded efficiently and tested for defects (Jeffrey Martin, 2018). The 
platforms also have debugging features which makes it easier for the developer to know 
whether something will stop the application from working. For example, OutSystems quality 
assurance feature (OutSystems, n.d.-b). During the development of the low-code solution for 
NHH, we were given visual warnings at the bottom of the development screen every time an 
error occurred. If the error messages were selected, the platform would show us what was 
missing, and a suggested input to resolve the issue. Some argue, however, that the low-code 
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platforms are not transparent enough, and that this makes debugging features like the one 
supplied by OuySystems, problematic. Although some low-code platforms can display the 
machine code after applications are published, the algorithm that produces the code, as well 
as the code behind debugging features are hidden from the developer. This is not an issue 
when the debugging feature discovers a known problem.  However, when development hits a 
barrier that is not foreseen by the platform, the machine code makes it harder for the developer 
to solve the issue than if she had used traditional code (Wayner, 2019).  
8.2.2 Security & Privacy Concerns 
For low-code to be a viable option to contribute to digital transformation in the sector of higher 
education, it must comply with the information security requirements set by the Ministry of 
Education and Research. These requirements are based on national regulations and guidelines 
and must be understood as minimum requirements concerning information security. The 
ministry emphasises that the institution's awareness of information security plays an essential 
part in achieving the goals of digitalisation strategies and strategic initiatives 
(Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2017a).  
As mentioned in subsection 8.1 Challenges of Digital Transformation, application 
development and testing were named the security processes, in which organisations were 
struggling the most. These findings align with the findings from the report The State of 
Application Development 2019. In the report, security protection and penetration testing were 
named as one of the top challenges that slowed down application delivery. In addition, 
concerns about the security of the applications created were reported as one of the main 
reason’s organisations were not adopting low-code platforms (OutSystems, 2019a).  
One of the security concerns related to low-code development is that it might be difficult for 
organisations to get oversight on what their employees are building (Korolov, 2019). Part of 
this concern has to do with the problem of shadow IT. Shadow IT refers to “information 
technology applications and infrastructure that are managed and utilised without the 
knowledge of the enterprise's IT department” (Stroud, n.d.). Shadow IT is generally a result 
of business experts trying to fill gaps in the application portfolio (J. R. Rymer, 2018). The lack 
of oversight distinguishes shadow IT from citizen development. 
Analyst at Gartner, Jason Wong states that lack of visibility is especially a concern for on-
premise low-code solutions. "If you install a rapid application development tool on a desktop 
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and build apps, IT does not have any visibility". However moving to a cloud-based low-code 
solution can improve visibility, making it easier to apply governance and restrict access, thus 
increasing security (Korolov, 2019).  
Another concern regarding low-code platforms is the security of sensitive information. 
Depending on the low-code platform, the organisation may choose to restrict access to some 
parts of the data. However, achieving adequate data segregation requires implementing access 
and role definitions, tasks that are generally outside the scope of the average citizen developer 
(Korolov, 2019). Independent low-code researcher Nigel Warren writes that it is not the 
responsibility of citizen developers to create secure applications. Instead, it is the 
responsibility of the IT department to procure and govern a platform that ensures its users only 
deploy secure applications (Warren, 2018).  
Another security concern is that in some cases, the code and security controls that are provided 
by a low-code platform is not visible to the developer. This lack of transparency takes away 
some control from security teams. To learn how secure those platforms are, organisations may 
have to rely on third-party security audits, security and compliance certifications, service level 
agreements, and cybersecurity insurance (Korolov, 2019). However, some vendors try to make 
their code more transparent. For example, OutSystems generate .Net code, which allows 
customers to use third-party software to check whether the code is secure (OutSystems, n.d.-
c).  
That some low-code vendors do not provide this kind of transparency does not necessarily 
mean that security will suffer. In an interview, vice president of product strategy at IT-security 
firm Capsule8, Kelly Shortridge, says that she thinks that users, in general, are better off using 
a standard platform instead of writing the code themselves. She argues that if there is 
discovered any vulnerability in a component, the low-code vendors will realise a patch which 
would automatically update all applications that use that component (Korolov, 2019).  
8.2.3 Complexity of Development  
The State of Application Development 2019 reports that development skills are in short supply. 
Only 15% of respondents described the recruitment of application developers as easy, and for 
many specialities, recruitment was described as hard or very hard (OutSystems, 2019b).  
Senior Director at the American software company Pegasystems, Sid Misra, writes that low-
code can help bridge an organisation’s skilled developer shortage gap. Instead of relying 
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merely on short-staffed professional programmers, low-code enables non-programmers to 
participate and contribute to application development (Misra, 2018). The CEO of low-code 
development platform Appian, Matt Calkins, has stated that they are “making it as simple as 
possible to build powerful software” (Barker, 2017). As two business students with no 
previous experience in application development, this thesis works as an interesting case for 
answering whether low-code is as easy to learn as some vendors suggest. Even though we had 
never developed an application before, both of us had some experience in data analytics and 
statistical programming. This experience might have contributed to a faster learning span, 
compared to a person with no programming experience.  
Prior to project start-up, each of us spent approximately 50 hours on learning OutSystems. 
This includes both online courses as well as a seminar organised by Avo Consulting in Bergen. 
By being familiar with statistical programming, we know how time-consuming learning a 
programming language can be. It is hard to precisely estimate how long time it would take get 
the skills necessary to build a similar application with traditional code. However, we are 
confident that we would not be able to learn a traditional programming language as fast as we 
learned OutSystems. In particular, we would like to highlight the OutSystems Logic layer. By 
illustrating the logic with a flowchart instead of traditional code and syntax, the Logic layer 
makes it considerably easier for people without a technical background to understand and 
cooperate on the development.   
At no stage during the development did we feel that OutSystems lacked the features necessary 
to complete our application. The main factors that prevented us from creating an application 
that was compliant with the suggested design were a lack of time and access to the API keys. 
Even though we had the option to add code by hand, we did not find it necessary for our 
purpose. However, as mentioned in subsection 2.3 Low-code Development Platforms, there 
are more aspects to application development than just writing code. Even though we tried to 
follow best practice, there were moments where we felt we lacked the knowledge necessary 
to develop an application that met the standards necessary for implementation. For example, 
we found it difficult to know whether our application was compliant with the Admissions 
Office security requirements.  
Our lack of experience in application development was evident in the evaluation meeting with 
the consultants from Avo Consulting. As mentioned in subsection 7.2, we did not include 
CRUD operations, which would have been necessary if the application were to be 
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implemented to protect the integrity of the data. One of the consultants emphasised that even 
though OutSystems supports CRUD operations, it is the developer’s responsibility to 
implement it. The consultant believes that low-code has been portrayed as more accessible 
than it really is: 
“You cannot forget the fundamental principles of programming and development, just because 
you have a low-code platform. Low-code is a good tool to help development, but you still need 
a good developer, and good design as well”. 
We also asked the consultant on his thoughts on citizen development: 
“If a businessperson wants to express her ideas, then she is more likely to be able to do this 
through low-code, than with traditional code. However, I do not think we will ever get to the 
point where everyone can code, because things also need to be done in a certain, correct, 
way”.  
Even though the consultant at Avo does not believe that we will get to a point where everyone 
can code, we are confident that most people with a desire to participate in application 
development can learn the basics of low-code. This significantly increases the number of 
people who can assist in digital transformation.  
8.2.4 Vendor Lock-in 
In the report, The State of Application Development 2019, 37 % of respondents who were not 
using a low-code platform answered that concerns about vendor lock-in were one of the main 
barriers preventing them from adopting low-code. Vendor lock-in is a state where the customer 
is dependent on a vendor for products and services and is unable to use another vendor without 
substantial switching costs (Kratzke, 2014). We asked one of the consultants at Avo what his 
thoughts were on low-code and vendor lock-in:   
“In a way, you get locked to the platform you choose. In OutSystems it is possible to retrieve 
the code, but as the code is written by a computer, it is somewhat difficult to interpret. 
However, if you have written everything in Java, you are in many ways locked into Java as 
well. This is a concern, no matter what software you choose”.  
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8.3 Economic Viability 
As mentioned in subsection 2.3 Low-code Development Platforms, the low-code market 
consists of over 100 vendors whom all provide platforms with different capabilities and pricing 
models. With so many alternatives, the customer can select platforms in all price ranges, 
stretching from free versions intended for small and medium-sized organisations, to enterprise 
plans that cost hundreds of thousands of Norwegian kroner (NOK) a month. However, the 
pricing models are often complex, making it difficult to compare vendors. John Rymer at 
Forrester Research writes that uncertainty about pricing is a barrier to adoption of low-code, 
and encourage vendors to make pricing and cost information fully transparent (J. Rymer & 
Seguin, 2019). In 2019 Rymer contributed to a report on the thirteen most significant low-
code vendors. In this report, not a single vendor received top remarks on their pricing model 
(J. R. Rymer & Koplowitz, 2019). One of the problems contributing to this complexity is that 
some vendors charge fees depending on the number of registered end-users, while others 
charge depending on the complexity of the tool. OutSystems, for example, provides the 
customer with three options: 
1) A free version where the customer can use the modelling environment, but not set the 
application into production. The free version also limits the registered end-user capacity at 
100. 
2) The Enterprise plan at approximately 60 000 NOK a month enables the customer with their 
own environment for testing and production, as well as a dedicated OutSystems Cloud to run 
applications. The registered end-user capacity starts at 100, with the option to add more. 
3) The Universal plan starts at approximately 140 000 NOK a month and provides the same 
features as the Enterprise plan, but with unlimited registered end-user capacity. 
Because the Admissions Office only processed 88 applications for deferment of study in 2019, 
it is probably not economically viable to implement a low-code solution for this process alone. 
In discussions with the Admissions Office, it was stated that they had several processes that 
they wanted to automate. If the scale of these processes is large enough to offset the cost of 
implementation, subscription and maintenance, a low-code solution could be a viable option. 
However, it is important to state that other technologies also should be considered when 
deciding if low-code is the right option to contribute to digital transformation in the sector for 
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higher education. The most natural comparison, at least in administrative work, is RPA, which 
has already proven its viability in automating processes in the administration of higher 
educational institutions in Norway (Johnson & Eide, 2018). 
Avo Consulting, which is a supplier of both RPA and low-code solutions, writes in an email 
that an RPA licence is usually less expensive than that of a low-code development platform, 
such as OutSystems. However, depending on the size of the project, an organisation might 
need several RPA licenses, making an economic comparison case depended. They also 
emphasise that low-code and RPA are different products with different purpose and 
application.  
8.4 Level of Implementation. 
In their strategy report on digitalisation in institutions of higher educations, the Norwegian 
Ministry of Education and Research writes that support functions should be realised as joint 
services if it can be documented that this results in increased cost-effectiveness or better 
services. In our effort to answer whether low-code is a viable solution for institutions of higher 
education, an interesting question is whether low-code should be developed locally at every 
institution or in cooperation between the institutions.  
As of writing, the Norwegian higher education sector consists of 10 universities, five public 
university colleges and nine specialised university institutions with state ownership. If each 
institution is to develop its own low-code solution, the sector will have used resources to 
develop 24 almost identical solutions. In addition, one has to address the expenses regarding 
the management of all these solutions. As a result, digitalisation in the sector might be more 
expensive than necessary. 
Since the majority of higher education institutions in Norway are public, this should imply 
that most support functions are equal. Furthermore, as long as the tasks are equal, our opinion 
is that it would be more economical if institutions cooperate on low-code implementation. 
However, this assumes that information systems and work processes are standardised across 
institutions. In a paper outlying the challenges of reusing software robots in Norwegian 
municipalities, researchers Andreas Ulfsten and Jon Iden had three main findings (Ulfsten & 
Iden, 2018):  
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1) The municipalities used different case management and archive systems. 
2) The same tasks were performed differently across municipalities.  
3) The same information systems were configured differently across municipalities.   
Even though this paper analyses robotisation in Norwegian municipalities, the authors write 
that the findings do not only apply to robotisation but can be extrapolated to digitalisation in 
general. We believe these findings might translate to institutions of higher education. 
However, further research is necessary to conclude if this is the case. If the findings do 
translate, it might be challenging to develop a low-code solution that fits the need of all 
institutions of higher education. To get an expert’s view on this issue, we asked one of the 
low-code consultants at Avo Consulting whether NHH should initiate their own low-code 
implementation or if the development should be conducted in a collaboration between all 
institutions in the sector.  
“Ideally, the development should be organised in a collaboration between several institutions. 
The downside to this is the local variations in how tasks are performed. It is hard for someone 
in, for example, Oslo to know the process in each institution. For the kind of process that you 
are developing, it should be possible to share the solution between the institutions. However, 
a general rule is that the differences between institutions in the sector are bigger than most 
people realise”. 
As mentioned in chapter 3. Digitalisation in the Norwegian Higher Educational Sector, the 
Ministry of Education and Research encourage the higher education sector to digitalise and 
automate support functions in order to increase capacity in core activities. In subsection 8.1 
Challenges of Digital Transformation, we introduced inertia and resistance as two 
organisational barriers that affect digital transformation. If low-code is to be implemented to 
support administrative work, we might see both structural changes, as well as the removal of 
certain tasks. In this context, it is interesting to examine what NHH as an institution as well as 
employees think of adopting new digital tools to streamline administrative processes. A 
member of NHH’s Digitalisation Committee writes in an email that there is a strong will on 
the part of both management and employees: 
“Many people see the opportunities and want to contribute”. 
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He also writes that systematic digitalisation is one of five strategic focus areas in NHH's 
strategy for 2018-2021. This includes, among other things, the establishment of a digitalisation 
committee as a step towards the overall management of NHH's investment in digitalisation. 
The committee will consist of staff who have solid digital expertise, as well as a good insight 
into the institution’s activities.  
The manager at the Admissions Office was also positive regarding how the removal of manual 
processing steps could enable them to focus on other tasks:  
«We will be able to spend more time on demanding tasks, increase communication with 
applicants, and spend time improving other processes. The increased capacity will also help 
us stay up to date on hearings and other academic changes”. 
Today the universities in Bergen, Oslo, Tromsø and Trondheim have joined forces in what is 
known as the BOTT-cooperation. The purpose of the BOTT-cooperation is to strengthen the 
participating organisations' ability to provide administrative and technical services that support 
the organisations’ primary activities. The idea is that the implementation of the same 
information systems in institutions with similar needs enable the institutions to focus on 
primary activities (NTNU, n.d.). In the Ministry of Education and Research's Digitalisation 
Strategy for the higher education sector from 2017 to 2021, BOTT is given the responsibility 
to look at solutions that can be shared across the entire sector (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 
2017a). By experiencing first-hand the benefits of low-code development, we suggest that 
low-code should be considered as a viable solution when the BOTT-cooperation evaluates 
different solutions that can be shared across higher educational institutions.  
In their paper on robotisation in Norwegian municipalities, Ulfsten and Iden also introduced 
the possibility of a digital divide where small and medium-sized municipalities will not have 
the resources necessary for digitalisation (Ulfsten & Iden, 2018). We believe this discussion 
could be transferred to the sector of higher education. Without national cooperation between 
the institutions, we might see a digital divide where small and medium-sized institutions will 
be most affected. If smaller institutions cannot benefit from what large institutions do, they 
might rely on a less efficient administration. This can affect students by making the services 
worse because employees must spend a large part of their time on administrative tasks. 
As mentioned in subsection 2.2. Information Systems, Bygstad suggests that lightweight IT 
should be developed outside the IT department. However, unlike most lightweight IT, our 
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experience is that low-code is more complex and therefore would be challenging to develop 
independently of the IT department. Regardless of whether low-code solutions are developed 
at a standalone institution or through cooperation between institutions, we recommend that the 
underlying IT-infrastructure, including database management and integration with external 
systems, is handled by IT-professionals. With oversight by the IT department, non-
professionals will have the ability to build applications on top of the existing IT-infrastructure. 
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9. Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have researched low-code development platforms’ viability to contribute to 
digital transformation in the Norwegian sector of higher education. The background for our 
research is the 2017-2021 digitalisation strategy report from the Norwegian Ministry of 
Education and Research. The strategy report states that educational institutions are expected 
to take advantage of the opportunities provided by digitalisation to streamline administrative 
support functions and ensure proper management.  
To answer our research question, we have used Design Science Research as our research 
methodology. The goal of DSR is to achieve knowledge and understanding of a problem 
domain by building an application of a designed artefact. In the context of our research, this 
has meant developing a low-code application for the process of deferment of study offer at the 
Norwegian School of Economics. To document the current process, as well as modelling a 
new suggested design for the process, we have used the Business Process Model and Notation 
Framework. After development, the artefact has been evaluated by industry experts to provide 
insight into the general utility, quality and efficiency, as well as the privacy and security 
concerns.  
The artefact has demonstrated that it is possible, within a short amount of time, to develop a 
low-code solution that removes most manual processing steps, thus reducing processing time, 
while still maintaining a satisfactory overview. Our findings suggest that low-code 
development platforms can enable non-professional developers to contribute to application 
development, thus increasing the number of people that can assist in the digital transformation. 
However, we argue that most low-code development processes are still dependent on IT 
professionals running the underlying IT infrastructure. We suggest that shared low-code 
development between institutions of higher education can reduce cost and development time, 
but differences in existing information systems and work processes might reduce the 
possibility of shared development among institutions.  
Through the development of our artefact, we have found that low-code development platforms 
are a viable solution to contribute to digital transformation in the administration of higher 
educational institutions in Norway.  
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Due to time constraints, we were not able to go into detail of all topics that were uncovered 
during our research. As of writing, there is little research regarding the viability of low-code 
solutions in general. Further research on the viability of low-code in both the higher education 
sector and other sectors would be interesting. In particular, we are curious to know how low-
code could be applied in other parts of the higher education sector, such as research and 
education. There is also little research on the long-term benefits of low-code implementation, 
and we, therefore, suggest further research into benefits realisation management of low-code 
solutions.  
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